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The Political Life of Harold Austin Blackman, 1975-1999
Applewhaite, Collette
Hosanna et ses filles/Hosanna and her daughters: a translation
Arthur, Joanne
Two degrees of love: Bob’s and Beres’ treatment of love: from
page to the stage
Babb, Kelly-Ann
Women and contraception in Barbados: a study from the
1930’s to the present
Barker, Patricia
The treatment of home/exile in selected works by Anthony
Kellman
Barrow, Vanessa
From King Ja Ja to Emmerton: a study of selected Barbadian
folksongs
Bayley, Peter
The impact of the oil crisis of 1973 on Barbados
Bayley, Sanchia
Patterns of sexually transmitted diseases in the first half of the
twentieth century in Barbados

Beache, Michele
Faut-II enseigner le Francais par objectifs specifiques ou par
objectifs generaux dans les ecoles secondaires de la Caraibe
Anglophone?
Bellamy, Gail
The evolution of housing policy in Barbados
Benjamin, Maurice
Voices of the Francophone Caribbean: a translation of four
interviews
Best, Fern
Block communication: is it a new language variety in
Barbados?
Blackman, Theresa
Caribbean references in big budget films
Bohne, Enricco
No laughing matter: a study of the history of farce and its
connection to Caribbean theatre
Branch, Sharon
The images of women in calypso, reggae and dub as portrayed
by men
Brathwaite, Glynnis
Playing across the line: interpretations of the language of
cricket
Browne, Shirna
A critical analysis of Nevis’ educational system and its role in
successful second-language acquisition with a concentration
on Spanish
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Language, culture and trade in the restructuring Americas:
issues relating to cultural diversity and identity
Callender, Cicely
The coming of tourism to St. Lawrence Gap since 1945
Charles, Corranie
The negritude movement in the Francophone Caribbean and
its impact on Creolity
Cobham, Jason
A history of Barbadian cinema
Cummins, Rhea
Returning Nationals from the Panama Canal
Drakes, Gemmel
Early Welchman Hall: the formation of a freehold village
Elcock, Dawn-Marie
French: it’s presence in Barbados as compared to that of
Spanish
Gilkes, Racquel
Under the Caribbean Sun: An examination of concepts of
sovereignty in the Commonwealth Caribbean
Gooding, Andrea
A history of Bulkeley Sugar Factory
Greene, Kim
The West Indian society in West Indian literature: a mirror
reality or mere fallacy

Hinds, Tashena
Perceptions of non-learners in Barbados towards Spanish and
the learning of Spanish
King, Maria
An analysis of the immersion course in Spanish administered
by the National University of Colombia and its relevance in
improving the oral competence of the participating University
of the West Indies Cave Hill undergraduates
Mayers, Ingrid
Language, calypso, and culture: a discussion and analysis of
Barbadian calypso as a language form used as a vehicle of
cultural development
Merritt, Frances
Physical health care in Barbados 1880-1937
Millar, Andrea
Spanish in the primary school in Barbados: an impact study
Miller, Montford
A comparative analysis of two Caribbean short story writers:
Earl Lovelace and Timothy Callender through their works Wine
of Astonishment and It So Happen
Olton, Vicki
Barbados tourism marketing strategies in South American and
the Spanish speaking markets: have they been effective?
Paul, Angela
A critical analysis of William Shakespeare’s The Tempest and
Aime Cesaire’s Une Tempete
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Pilgrim, Antonio
The biography of Major Samuel Headley
Ramsay, Chaka
An assessment of Caribbean music videos: the relationship
between song and image in contemporary “Dancehall” music
videos
Reid, Jonathan
Cycles of change and continuity: an examination of four West
Indian cricketing geniuses and the times that produced and
mould them
Rock, Susan
A study of the vernacular in the Wine of Astonishment: a
post colonial analysis
Smithen, Nikeh
Male mental health and care in Barbados 1880-1920
Springer, Wilma
The other Walcott: a study of Roderick Walcott’s life and work
Stanford, Felicia
A history of public education in Northern Barbados Primary
Schools during the post-independence period: 1966-2000
Turner, Carlton
Partnership in mission: examining the relationship between
Codrington College and the Diocese of the Bahamas and the
Turks and Caicos Islands

Ward, Joureen
West Indian writers carefully construct Rastafari as complex
characters with a specific belief system and code behavior
Waterman, Patrick
Seven crowns for one king: a study of the dominance of Red
Plastic Bag in calypso in Barbados
Watson, Lasonja
An investigation into the effects of student behaviour on
achievement in reading comprehension in the 6-7 age groups
at a particular primary school in Barbados
Wilkinson, Marsha-Anne
An investigation into the articulatory correlates of language
impairment in children in Barbados
Williams, Eurcil
What’s in a word?
Williams, Kimberly
A critical analysis of the aims and objectives of a selected
group of primary school teachers in Barbados with respect to
their teaching practice in the light of Plato’s insight on
education

